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Smart automation.
Higher productivity.
Prinect Production.
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The new Heidelberg philosophy
Push to Stop is our idea of smart print production. It is

based on networked processes and intelligent machines
that organize and work through print jobs independently with full autonomy. The operator only has to
intervene if necessary. You increase the overall effectiveness of your machines and can almost double your net productivity. Your print shop becomes a Smart Print Shop.
Save time and money with Prinect
For Push to Stop to become reality, new and improved processes are required that provide all the necessary production data. Prinect® is the tailored solution for successfully
implementing this philosophy of the Smart Print Shop
with Push to Stop. Prinect Business supports you in the
automation of your commercial processes and your production. Prinect Production covers the actual production
workflow – from the prepress modules through offset and
digital press to postpress.
A decisive step ahead of the competition
Whether your company is small or large, whether you are
a commercial or packaging printer: Prinect reduces all
touchpoints, in other words the process steps and manual
interventions involved in order acceptance, data transfer,
or postprocessing, to a minimum. You always have an
overview – of the workflows, the utilization, and the economic efficiency of your print shop – and can react
directly.
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Prinect Production.
Enhanced performance thanks to
intelligent processes.
Prinect Production digitizes your print shop. It automates production
and color and quality management while also providing key data
for analyses and reporting. You keep your customers coming back and
maximize your performance with a smart workflow.

The solution for the Smart Print Shop
Prinect Production transforms your print shop’s workflows.
Manually controlled operations involving a wide range of
touchpoints are replaced by intelligent networking and
automated processes. Touchpoints are reduced and flexibility increased.
With Prinect Production, you’re closer to your customers
and integrate them directly into the workflow. Data entered
online controls processes throughout production and
quality management. Digital approvals speed up production times and increase productivity. Moreover, as efficiency increases, so too does the satisfaction and loyalty
of your customers.
Reduce waste and storage through standardized quotations,
perfectly coordinated consumables, and defined processes.
You can use your time, machines, and materials more efficiently, while simultaneously optimizing consistency and
repeatability.
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Pave the way for Push to Stop by using intelligent machines
that organize and work through the production process
independently. With Prinect Production, most operations
can be carried out based on navigated or autonomous
control.
Prinect Production also makes it possible to unlock the full
potential of your print shop. Integrated business intelligence
functions can be used to produce reports for corporate
management and production that are intuitive to understand. Accurate data and sound analyses reveal error
sources before damage occurs. Real-time data capture and
evaluation ensure you are always up to date on current
processes.
That is Prinect – Driving the Smart Print Shop.

Show your online service credentials.
Boost customer loyalty with Prinect.
Nowadays your customers expect to be able to order everything online –
and print services are no exception. Customized online services provide
the basis for developing close ties with new and existing customers.

The right solution for every print shop
It isn’t one size fits all, but a case of finding the right solution
for each individual – even basic portals and e-commerce
shops help you create new sales channels. Every print shop
can use Prinect Production to select an online service
adapted to its customer segment and products. The administrative outlay is minimal, while the new opportunities
are virtually unlimited. You’re much closer to meeting
your customers’ needs and wishes and are able to serve them
promptly and directly. Moreover, you can also generate
additional volume in your ordering channels through upselling and cross-selling.
Directly integrated into Prinect
The unbeatable advantage of Prinect Production is that
your online solutions are integrated directly into the production workflow. That reduces touchpoints, i.e. timeconsuming manual interventions in the production process.
You also boost your productivity, as you can make direct
further use of the data entered by customers, both in job
management and in the pressroom.
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Your customers enjoy greater flexibility, too. They can
place their orders and upload their data to production
quickly and easily around the clock. The data passes
through automatic preflight checking. Any errors are
reported, with customers able to correct their input
immediately.
Significantly improved workflows
Prinect Production helps you standardize the entire
production process. Workflows are optimized, starting
with customer contact in the form of order entries, PDF
uploads, online proofing, and approval processes, for
example. Such an excellent service automatically boosts
customer loyalty.

Automated production.
Key to increased cost-effectiveness.
To maximize cost-effectiveness, a press needs to print as consistently as
possible. To do this, all the required information needs to be automatically
available without any time-consuming data entry.

Improve productivity, increase throughput
Most jobs are currently processed manually step by step,
involving countless error-prone touchpoints, including on
the press. Smart print production minimizes these touchpoints. It also ensures presses are continuously supplied
with all the data necessary for digital and offset printing.
Prinect Production makes this possible. A large proportion
of jobs are processed automatically, with unbeatable benefits for productivity. Manual input is confined to jobs that
actually require such work – and that is often far fewer
jobs than many people think.
Automated job creation in the Smart Print Shop
With Prinect Production, all the necessary information
for automatic production in the prepress, press, and postpress stages is generated at the job creation stage directly
by your customers on the portal or by your employees.
Touchpoints such as impositioning, creating gang forms,
proofs, approvals, plate imaging, and unnecessary input
on the press are reduced or completely eliminated.
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If Prinect Business or a management information system
(MIS) are connected to Prinect Production, additional
parameters critical for automatic production are used.
Reprinting jobs
Repeat jobs are also easy to arrange. In the case of unchanged reprints, the system adopts all the existing data
and production steps. Reprints are produced exactly like
the initial order.
Reducing touchpoints
Processing jobs in an automated system removes unproductive and time-consuming touchpoints and delivers a
lasting boost to your throughput. All data is transferred
automatically to presses and postpress machinery. Prinect
and Push to Stop make your production operations smart
and ensure you operate to your full capacity.

Standards and color management.
Defining consistent quality.
Prinect Production enables consistently high performance and quality. A
decisive factor in this is standardizing products, imposition layouts and
printing conditions as extensively as possible.

Production planning with guaranteed success
Short runs and continuous job changes generally mean
frequent downtimes and changeovers. These types of
unproductive phases have a direct impact on cost-effectiveness, as your presses are then idle and not doing what
earns you money – printing.
Prinect Production aims to implement Push to Stop
operation, ensuring you benefit from consistently high
productivity. This goes far beyond mere ink zone presetting. Paper and ink can be incorporated as early as
the production planning stage. Jobs arrive at the press
in an optimized sequence, which means only a small
number of changeovers are required. This reduces waste
and cuts washup and changeover times.

Like two peas in a pod
With Prinect Production, you can carry out all key tasks
in process monitoring and control of proofs and prints.
Proofs and prints really do match. Detailed evaluations,
including over lengthy periods, serve as reference documents for ensuring reliable production, thus enabling you
to meet process standards at a consistently high level.
Adjusted dot gain
In the color workflow with Prinect Production, the color
quality for the print is measured directly on the fly and
compared with the target values. If deviations are identified,
you can take immediate action and correct these directly
by means of the printing characteristic or the ICC profile.
The next proof or plate set will then once again be perfectly
matched to the new printing conditions.
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Reliable reporting.
Data analysis optimizes production.
If you know your processes, you can optimize them more easily. Sound process
analysis is a key step in the process of becoming a successful Smart Print Shop.
Prinect Production gives you the transparency you need to do this.

Optimize production processes from start to finish
All print production involves important data that can
help increase productivity and success even further.
Prinect Production collects all this data and evaluates
it automatically. All data is stored centrally and can be
used for comparative analyses at any time.
Transparency is the crucial factor for making optimum
use of all available resources. Success depends on many
individual parameters, such as processing times, volumes
produced, and the quality achieved. Prinect Production
supplies you with reliable actual values for your productivity and performance. Target KPIs such as waste levels,
setup times, and production speeds indicate bottlenecks.
Analyzing this data helps you manage your targets efficiently and harness potential in production with no limitations. Detailed quality reports enable you to document
your performance for customers.

Solid basis for strategic decisions
The evaluations you obtain with Prinect Production provide the basis for strategic decisions. This kind of longterm planning requires trend analyses and evaluations
carried out over extended periods. With Prinect, you can
easily follow trends over a number of months and compare
developments from quarter to quarter.
You thus have all the evaluations you need for your planning and can reach well-founded decisions in areas such
as the number of shifts required, minimum machine
utilization, and investment.
You can access evaluations by Prinect Production anytime,
anywhere. Data is stored in the Heidelberg cloud service
with maximum security. By providing templates that are
easy to adapt to your specific needs, Prinect makes it easy
for you to implement this approach and customize
evaluations.
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Integrate customers

Reduce touchpoints

Increase
productivity and
operating time
Reduce paper
waste and
warehousing
Optimize
consistency and
reproducibility
Business intelligence

Want more information? Find out more here!
A brief introduction to Prinect. Play the clip!
› heidelberg.com/en/prinect_intro
Find out everything you need to know about
the Smart Print Shop. The whitepaper.
› heidelberg.com/en/prinect_whitepaper

Your direct access to the digital
world of Heidelberg. Simply use
your smartphone to scan the
QR code.
heidelberg.com/dialogue
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Flexibility in packaging printing.
Reproducible and error-free.
Prinect Production is transforming packaging printing. User-friendly
functions and end-to-end automation ensure optimum results, including
for repeat jobs and complex designs.

Prinect Production makes packaging printing easy
Prinect Production automates your print shop’s production
workflow. It also offers special functions that cater to
specific requirements in packaging printing.
Three-dimensional design saves time and eliminates errors
It all starts with the design. You create the structural
design automatically and can display and check your layout
directly in 3D in Adobe Illustrator. This is a reliable way of
avoiding register problems, even where a graphic object
runs across multiple sides of a carton, for example. All
ECMA and FEFCO designs and other standards are included
in Prinect Production and can be adapted directly to the
desired size, as can customized designs. Nothing could be
more precise or easier to use.
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Determine material-saving layouts in next to no time
You can use Prinect Production to automatically create
nested sheet layouts for different machine and material
formats. A direct comparison makes it easy to quickly
select the most suitable production variant.
Data, such as minimum sheet format, number of one-ups,
and knife lengths, is generated automatically from the
layout. This information can be used for costings but also
for sheet assembly and toolmaking.
Short makeready times maximize productivity
Prinect Production also automatically generates presetting
data for press and postpress. Push to Stop thus becomes a
reality. Sheet information, exact dimensions, the carton
type, and 3D simulation of folding carton processing are
key for postpress.

Multicolor replaces time-consuming spot color printing
Spot colors are a must for many types of packaging.
However, with Prinect Production, spot colors don’t have
to mean continuously wash inking units and accepting
long makeready times. That is because Prinect Multicolor
replaces spot colors with up to seven individually selectable
standard process colors. This is a cost-effective method,
even for difficult motifs in the neutral color range. In this
case, neutral process colors such as brown and beige help
stabilize the color quality. The PDF data check determines
how well the spot colors in the document can be replaced.
You always decide how printing is performed.

Automated, low-cost label production
Whether wet-glue, self-adhesive or inmold labels, opaque
or transparent material, short or long runs, fixed or variable data content, offset, digital or flexographic printing,
conventional or digital postpress, Prinect Production
makes your label production ultra-efficient thanks to
maximum automation – from costing to delivery.

Consistently outstanding quality, including for repeat jobs
A great deal of packaging is printed over and over again.
For such repeat jobs, Prinect Production offers first-class
quality that can also be reproduced exactly. This is a key
criterion, particularly if packaging from various print
jobs may end up sitting side by side on the store shelf.
Prinect Production therefore saves all the job data so that
packaging can be reproduced at any time by any operator
and without having to input a lot of data.

The optimum sheet assembly is calculated depending on
the postpress process. Does a print job just need to be cut
and die-cut as single one-ups? Is a die-cutting tool already
available for a die cutter? Prinect Production carries out
work that previously required lengthy planning in a
matter of seconds and suggests the most cost-effective
production solution. And naturally you can intervene at
any time if necessary.

Automatic ganging cuts outlay
Prinect Production automatically generates gang forms
from jobs with identical requirements, thus minimizing
your material costs and makeready times.
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Digital Front End.
Perfect for very short runs and
variable data printing.
The Prinect Digital Front End integrates digital presses into Prinect Production.
It offers numerous functions for automated production. The choice is yours –
digital or offset printing from a single workflow.

Digital in all areas
Ever shorter runs quickly lead to higher costs. Digital
presses from Heidelberg provide a cost-effective alternative
for commercial jobs, packaging, and labels. Fitted with
a Prinect Digital Front End (DFE), they are ideal for highly
automated, smart production. Prinect DFE doesn’t just
feed presses with all the relevant data – it also integrates
them into larger Prinect Production environments including all offset presses. Jobs can thus be easily produced
digitally or in offset from a single workflow.
Prinect DFE – the perfect tool
With its intuitive user interface, highly automated processes, high RIP speed, and precise color management,
Prinect DFE offers a multitude of user-friendly functions.
Prepress sequences reduce touchpoints and save time and
money for each job. The package also includes special
tools for data processing and for producing variable data.
You achieve maximum productivity and quality in both
inkjet and toner-based printing.
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Flexibility for sheetfed and web printing
Whether you use one of the Versafire models for commercial jobs, a Gallus Labelfire for labels, or the flagship
Primefire for packaging, Prinect DFE offers you all the
functions you need for profitable production. All data is
checked and optimized for the printing process. Basic
positioning solutions are available such as impositioning
and Step & Repeat as well as all necessary marks and control elements for fast, reliable sheetfed and narrow-web
production. The layout can be exported as a PDF for toolmaking or outputting flexographic or screenprinting
forms.
Optimum quality and precise color reproduction
With Prinect DFE, you also achieve impressive results for
rendering and color management. You can therefore easily
adapt and simulate over 90% of Pantone ISO coated colors
and other spot colors. To do this, Primefire and Labelfire
use the Multicolor concept with seven process colors. Integrated substrate approval ensures the right settings can be
found to deliver optimum quality, whatever the material.

Printing has never been so easy.
Less complexity combined with total
flexibility.
With Prinect Production, you enhance your print shop’s performance –
and only pay for the volume you actually produce. Automatic updates
mean your Prinect workflow is always up to speed.

Low
investment costs

Volume-based
usage fee

ROI exceeds costs

Includes
upgrades and
updates

Customizable

It isn’t till you harness the full range of Prinect Production
functions that the Smart Print Shop becomes a reality.
Where once this involved high up-front investment and a
long payback period, now you benefit from the straightforward, transparent Prinect Production subscription
model right from the start. The size of the system doesn’t
matter – nor is it important whether you use toner, inkjet
or offset printing for production.
Pay according to volume produced
With Prinect Production, you only pay for the volume you
produce. That is to say, you pay a monthly usage fee based
on the following formula: Basic charge + square meters of
TIFFs generated x price per square meter.

You can also access the full range of services from
Heidelberg Service – depending on your requirements,
simply book a user training course to boost your
efficiency even further.
The Smart Print Shop is rounded off by being linked up to
Prinect Business, which ensures commercial processes are
fully integrated with the production workflow. Prinect
is the ideal workflow for harnessing all the benefits of the
Smart Print Shop. Push to Stop has become a reality.

What’s more, the usage fee includes all automatic software
updates and support from our troubleshooting hotline.
Prinect Production is thus always up to date, ensuring
complete production reliability, efficient processes, and
maximum productivity.
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The best recommendation.
Our satisfied customers.
Prinect delivers a fundamental improvement in print shop
processes. Successful print shop owners report on their
experiences with Prinect.

“To stay competitive we need to
optimize our workflow and obtain
a better overview of the whole process as well as our costs. Prinect is
the perfect tool to help us achieve
that.”

Patrick Andersson
Tryckfolket, Sweden

“Linking all our data in the Prinect
system has reduced our setup time
in the production process by 50
percent. We collect all the data in
real-time, analyze it, and use it to
improve production.”

Ularn Ularntinont
U.L. Printing and Packaging Co., Thailand
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Simply get in touch.
Your dialogue with Heidelberg.
You and your company's success are our prime focus. To be able to
realize this ideal, it is important for us to know your wishes and
requirements. Only then can we offer you a customized printing
solution that works perfectly for you.

We look forward to hearing from you!
Get in touch with us for more information, a customized offer and
everything else about Heidelberg® and Prinect you would like to know.

E-mail

info@heidelberg.com
Website

heidelberg.com
Your direct access to the digital world of Heidelberg,
newsletter registration, our international
distributors, and social media channels. Simply use
your smartphone to scan the QR code.
heidelberg.com/dialogue
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Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG
Kurfuersten-Anlage 52 – 60
69115 Heidelberg
Germany
Phone +49 6221 92-00
Fax +49 6221 92-6999
heidelberg.com
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